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What is Student Engagement?
Student Engagement:

- Develops key programs
- Leadership development
- Supports initiatives and projects for resident life, Indigenous students, and 

the centre for student community
- Builds a sense of community through collaboration, support, and 

empowerment



Our Project
Project Sponsor: Dirk Rodricks
Project Coordinator: Jeffrey Collins

As a group we:
- Created products (reels, posts, stories) that 

were added to the YorkU Student Engagement 
Instagram account 

- Provided information on housing scams
- Provided key tips to know before renting an 

apartment
- Provided questions to ask when renting



Greatest Learning
Collaborative & Communication Skills 

- Worked together to fulfill our project tasks
- Respected, understood, and listened to one 

another 
- Communicated within our group and with 

the sponsors
- Met with people outside the classroom

Creativity
- Having the freedom to be as creative as we 

wanted 
- The brainstorming of various ideas
- The outcome of this project was in our hands



Greatest 
Challenge 

Communication:
- Ensuring everyone’s needs were 

fulfilled 
- Talking through problems

End Product:
- The uncertainty of not knowing 

where we wanted to go with this 
project



Takeaway

Posts:
- Being able to see our result 

on the Instagram page 
- The outcome, the views, the 

engagement
- 7,000 views in the first few 

hours of posting
- Expanding our connections 

with York’s engagement 
team 



Connection to Career
- Opened career opportunities for 

us using our degree aside from 
being a teacher

Networking 
- Our sponsor offered us a job at 

their student centre 
- Having him as a reference and 

connection helps us in the future



Instagram Posts
Housing Scams Housing Reel

Did You Know? Important Questions

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1jGqZ8glAap-6C5GzHqhpYcyO-UWbjTkS/view


Our Paths
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Sabiha
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